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tten for essionals who design and teach in
preschool programs this paper reviews research on memory abilities of
young children .and examines the relationsaip between knowledge and
memory atong.preschool children. Preliminary research of the
hypothesis 'that elementary school environments press children to..
develop memory strategies, is repor-ted. Barents of preschool children
,

.

and teachers-of pupils in the primarlf-grades were interviewed and
surveyed. Questions focuped on home and school learnin0 memorization
requirements:at home and at school, and parent and teacher behaviors
related to memorization demands. Data provide some support 'for'

i

the
schooling press hypothesis. The memory abilities of the pres. t hoof
child are characteriied as unintentional and tound to the immediate
and concrete goals' of the activity in which the child acts. Preschool 0.

children 'do not seem to conceptualize memory activities as a .distinct
part of the, on-going activityAlOance presChool.Children do not ..

realize Ihe-need to remember as they` enter a. sitution, the adult
must first present and emphasize the importance ot remembeping.
Memory'tasks,should be arranged within the'tontext of some activity
that ismeaningful for the child: Preschool childrsh do not
`comsc.iciusly employmemory strategies. Adults should provide

t'iituatiOnal means, for remembering. (Authdr/RH) 9 4
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'What arid: Hotel . Pieschool Childreh Remember

in Early Childhood Education Settings

PecentAv there bas been, an increase esearch dealing with the

Pvell°13r1V4a1 Ccgr9
of preschool. ch'l rious areas. The

esults, much of 'this research, while j.mporta

!teach in' preschool settings, have not been made ailable to professionals.

P -
This paper ib an dttempt to review and present recent research concerning.

t.

the devekpment of memory abilities of preschool children in such^a manper

,

*that professionals involved in pteschool can take advantage of it

to .those who design *d ,

in the design and operation of their programs.

'I

The memory abilities- of preschool children can be characteriiea

unintentional. Children at this age remember what they do through concrete

wiperieices with the remembered materiaM,ai not by setting delibera

toremember and. not,:by using planfhl strategies to'adhieve thesegoals aS
. /.

is common in adults.' Memory' development occurs as. the child: lly

begins toipet goals and employ strategies to meet these, goals.

r".4
Although the preschool child's emory abilities are still deyeloping,

a. child at-this stage of development as made many impressive memory-related

accomplishmen4. 1A presAvol child can use ldnguage e?fectively;,is able

to recognize familiar people, places an4 obtsvcan reconstruct_ meaning - ".

ful occurrences; and can understand anatemidoy .a wide range*concepts.'

With these-accomplishments in mind: we want to clari y the typ4s of emory

skills theE!edctiviikies do anddo not 'entail, and

I

types of memoryChanges

we can expect to see in young children as they ente the formal,scboOling

' period. gore lly,./.ihe 'following presen ion will foCus on (1) the

nature of m d the manner in which we study t in rent' (2) `the

1.
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: kindsApf.m4pory, developMent 1
.-

effect of knowledge CTMamOry; (4) what good me

applications for the preschoolisetting.

What Is Memory and How -Doi We Mea e it In ,Youn

v-

il4reh; (3) the

an aO.Aome-

We .can think of memory as' .a set of abilities and internaDpental pro-
'

T.,

ceases that'enable us to'recover past experiences (or propeily, stored
-

, .-r
representations,of experiences).in the "here and now." Is definition

, o V
implies two basic abilities: One ds toe ability-to got experiences

/

Thislis moke easilysaid than done, since we
..

le

do not opatically:etore everything we perceiVe,'''and as we shall emphasize

.IN
y

..

,

later, the6young child is far more concerned Ofth enjoying his/her exper-.

i

. . .

ences than wit4 figd4Ong out means-to make_permahent redords of on-going"
experiences forslater feference. Tile other fundamental 111.Y implied by

.

stored for futuie refereftle

4 .

geflhitioh of Momory has to dowith retrieval:, that.s, getting repre-
,

.ver 4
se170,07expetiehceepUt of storage --:#emeybering them.. Thiscan'alOcibe

e 1 . ' .

diff.cult prOciesS since thre'are times when we haveto go tO,,greax.Iengths.

to probe ourselvd

..times before-and

To better un

it islhelpful tb

human-memory $
f

.Shiffrin, 1968)

" tructural features' concern such, aspects as short-term storagSlongrterm

to 'remember something that we have`seen or heard evOral-

ve tri l,to study and memorize for future reference.

r4tand the 'storage and Aetrieval functions of-Memory,

1.a .

ave a model, or a gefieral way of thinkijg about-how th

em works. MoSt-cOntempOrary-experts ^(e.4., AtkInsori'&-

view the memory syptem to have two general sets f-features.
. ,

.. I

s orage, etc., features that may have a baso in neurophysiological and,1

Jo

.-----

"---'\

7- * 0,

anatomical structUre. Researchers of children's
*
memory development have

. .
.'

not.emphasized this Aspect of memory since there is a good deal. o

:"..

dence



tosuggestthat the types of memory changes that,occur'in children r do not

\-1,

Aappear to have a. physicalNasis., Illp Other set of features that we have to

) ., , - .,
take"intocount when thinkiqg about the human 'memory

i. .
,

\.,,

to as "control processes." Here we are talking about "tricks" or strategies

system are referred

;

that the memorizer uses to sget information Tinto memory , at storage)

and out of memory (i.e., retrieval) .

researohe have spent most
. -. .

'It is with theseOprocesses that

of their efforts in attempting to understand "s
p

childr4's memory development.

ges in Children's Memory pevelopment?flow Do We Study

' 4,
Most of .our studies of children's memory abilities have taken place'in

m

1 ratory settings. rather. than in th *Child's'natural environment. We 'are

not proud of this fact since some of what we have to,say tqy indicates

that young children are likely to exhibit better memory performance when

environment§ than when undeipie constraints of

ff

Nevertheless, the laboratory oes.allow'more control

operating in their natural

laboratory conditions,

'V

'over the phenomena we are studyin

tfie4paSt ten years:

and has yielded some .xi9h. 4formation over

,

Before deciding on a method of study,' one

oc memory that is to be studied. Ifie kinds of

the preschool years are essentially t'he same,, in character as thOte

being the effectkfrenes§ with which

1C.differelit ages. Theie is recognition memory or the hild!s .

has to be cledpon the type
4

memory7that develop titirin$.

use, the only difference

each t'

the child uses

, ,1 (
,

ability' to recogniZe.objects-or events seen or heard before. Fo example,
'''',.., \ . . .

.1

an infant who smiles when he sees his mot 6r, or the preschoql child Who.

' ,
.

10I";'\ yells out "Big Bird" upon 'seeing a stuffed resemblance of ;.the Sesame Street
. -

character,in a tq,y store, Nahows recogni4on memory: Reconstruct .on mcm,ory
, c-

k

to
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I -..- . .,
t.the ability' to..reconstrUct from memory! an ,bbject or event. sb as to re-

. . . .i

,i store it to its origipal of intact form. ,pti% this case the child associates
. .

.;words noebnly Czith objects, but 'wilt xis /her movements. For example, when
5.1

..

we fail to remember the directions necessary to iget to someone',5 houte, it
., ....

,is often helpful to take a reschool child who has been there before since
-s p

I N

the young child is particul rly proficient at associating visual 14t.ndmarks

4.

:I with apptopriati actions, e.g., "The white 'house on the corner lbt with*sa
. .

left ,trri' " FiaallyJ'recall memory is the ability to recall from memory- .
...' '

6 (usually verbally) a name or symbol of some ',object or event that was seen
-. 0... ... or htafirat an- earlier time This nLighit occur when/ the child attempts to

11 A
it" remamber (recall) the name of an unusual animal or where he lig.p le a toy

.f4 . . \ 4

%

,
I le he now feels lie needs to complete a play situation. 4 ,IN

4.
i . ., *To study 'recognition memory; we typically show -children a series .of 15

4'i or 20 objects pi tures of objects" the presentation period, wea s onc/
test, the childr by ahOwing them 30 or -40 pictures on objetts--, half of which

I

they have seen ea 14er and half theY hr 'not seen. We might pres t the
. -

test items one a time and ask the chilcen to tell us in each chse whether'

the .item is an "old one" or a "new one."' Sometimes we w 1 present two at
,..AA . .,.,

4..." .
',a time during the test period and ask the child to tell ,is which of the two

c NIA/

>" he/she aaw, earlier t. ,
, $, ..,

.
}..

c,
- ,, , .. 4"

. ? ,.'.Reconstruction membry, tan' be examined by first showing the child an ''in-I:
, t if '41

tact object mar, up of. . ,sitaill'er part, -p.m object is, then disassembled, and
..

at test, the child is asked to. reconstruct qrs estOre the object to its
4

*.oriAnal intact form.

.: Recall riledri is assesAed by' first chowing the child a, series ;of objects
.

. . . . A

k

or picturgs of objects, .taSt asl was' the
t

.
. rp.se for the reCognition, niemo tasK.

%
if

I

l't



However; in this case the pictured objects are removed from the child's view

and the child istested by b ing asked to recall from memory as many of the

. names of* iteMsA0 poss e in any chosen order. This task is the most

'difficult for young Childt n since there are no- external cues available

during the test period to elp the child remember. Thus, each of these three

types of methods'is used to assess a.different aspect of the young child's

abilityto recover past experiences, i.e., to remember or memorize.'

e Age-Related Improvements in;hildlan's Recognition, Reconstruction andRecall

Memory

With these definitions and example4 in mind, tiliereasons for the

e \
developmental trend from recognition to-reconstruction.to recall become clear.

Recognition simply requires that the child decide whether or not he has

Seen a now present'objctor situation tefore: R onstruction first depends

on-the
.

regoition.,pf something such as when the `child attempts to ,redo a
C, . I.

jig-saw plizzlenhe or she must recognize it as one that was attempted pre-
I 41

P

. ,
-

viouslY, but in a4dition, requires that the child be able to remember an

Action pattern associated with that recognition. Recall implies the con7
-

scious production of a mentalimage or word in the-absence of any object

tha\rould stimulate' recognition. For example, in Order to help

policeman return a lost 141d to his h6me, the child must be recall,

his address.or phone number in the absence of any- cues.

Recall allilities'first become apparent in the Preschobl period, but
-7-- 0

since' recall is heayily influenced by strategies, its full development,,

occure'inthe later school years. More will be said About strategy use in
;

later section;

bet us consider each' of the three types `Of memory in a little more .

#0
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detail. Rec9gnition has its beginnings in bnfanoy. Infants as young as

three to four month:13 have demonstrated recognition memory for faces, pix-e' .

tures and sounds. So it is little wonder that the preschool, child is very

proficient in recognition type tasks. :Although there is some evidence of

improvement in recognition skills during the preschool years, the percent

of recognizeg items is generally quite high.) Two-year-olds, onothe average,

recognize better than 80 percent of previously presented materials/ and

4 -
this climbs to over SO percent in four-year-olds, which i$ .similar to. that

'
achievedby,adults. In terms of.whether the to be r iecognized material is

presented viru#11y or verbally, preschool children show a greater ability

to recognize vitual presentations. This suggests that for the-preschool

,

age grou0; materials may be easier to recognize if you present them visually,

but verbal presentations should not be neglecteU since,the.child needs to

gain experience in this mediuM.

The second type of tempry reconstruction represents,atransition be

tween recognition anderecall. Reconstruction was defined as recall mediated

by actions instead of recall of mental images. 'A description of some of the

experiments used to explore the operation of reconstructive memory` will' make

,
\

the concept.of.recOnstruction clearer. One procedure inv2lves the repro-

..-'duction of a series-of geometric figureS either by.'drawing them from .memory

.. . . .

(recall) or drawing them with"the disassembled 'figUres present (recqpstruc-
.

. .

0 .

'lion). The results of these types:"of.studies.'clpariy showthat preschool
. . , .. ,

r-

'children are better reconstructo s than'reCall:ers. Anothek approach used

:is one itn which more alistic materials are used. '.`This procedure.is con--

X
; ...

-cerned with the pre'schoOlchild's abilityto-reconstruct versus recall the
.

'order of events in...ft story. The recall liondition again requires the.child
Act



. .4

.- -. .

° to retell the story without any material aids. In the reconstruction condi-

tion,:

. ,

tion; the children are presented with pictorial representations of events

in the story in a scrambled order. Their task is to rearrange these pic-

tures toresemble the order of occurrence in the story. The children.who .

;

reconstructed the storf. maintained the order of events better than the1
'children who recalled the story. Besides demonstrating that. children of'

this ageld rere indeed better reconstructors than rcallers, the procedures of
. .4

1d re

this study'also indicated that it is the child's poor recall abilities rather-
.

%
.

. . ..
.

*than a poor understanding of order that accounted for the differences (Brown,

1975b). The research on children's reconstructive memory abilities also

demonstrates that providing a preschool child with manipulable memOry aids

is an effective way to tap emergent recell'abilities.

Although recall, or the ability to regenerate an image or name of an

Object in the absence of; that object, first becomes apparent during the

preschool p4riod, children at this age are limited in their recall abilities

for a number.of reasons. Let us first look at what a recall tasX requires.

Typically, the task situation involves preenting the child with some ob-

\ 4

jects or.pictures to be remembered. Then a buffer'task, (i.e., naming colors)

which is designed to dra'd the child's attention away from the materials, is

administered, after which the child is asked to recall the previously seen
. ,

materials-in the absence. of the materials, In these types of.laboratory.

'situations, young children's recall is poor. Table 1 ShoWdljust how p2or
I I

recall is-during the preschool periok. The second and third rows in fable l'
.

.4.4 , ---)

,,.. ,

show that recall increases in situations that are more meaningful for the

...
.

.
._.. .

child: These results are from an experiment in which the child was either

.

instructed:to remember lectly or'the child had to discover on his /her. own
.. ,

t.

-9.



.4that remembering was required in the course of play.or practical activity.

The child had to. identify - "on his own" the goal of remembering in order to

complete theta k and in situations that directly:inNlved the child, the

child.performed' tter.

One.factor th t hampers reca4 in preschool children is the young
, 50

child's lack. of deliberateness in approaching a'memory situation. This will

be dealt with. in a subsequent section so it will suffice4o say that at this

r
stage the child is not deliberate. The verba0equirements in a recall set-

.ting may also:be responsible for lower recall performance among preschool

children. This lack of ability in the verbalarea was, reported in the recog-

r- \
nitidn studies also. Recall may also demand greater intellectual processing

,0

(breaking the inpu down into basic, meaning levelg) than rec9gnition or re-

.- ' . ..

construction.perforMance44hich young children may'not carry out because they

OIL .0
areThot.aWarpof the need'to4'so. Finally, young children dO not make. use

. \e
of tricks and.Strategiesto,aid their recall which hVebeen found to greatly

increase recall ability.j*The researdb bn recall indicates that whilethe''

young child's recall abilities are generally poor, t ey may be improved by '

.

, e
presenting the material. in the context of.a meaningful activity with the- ,

xhaterial to_be:recalled organizable along some dimension.

KnOwledgew0 Its- Effect on Memory

In a situation that requires the, use of memory, the young child has at

hiS diSposal'certaintypes of knowledge that serve, -to facilitate the kinds

of memory discussed earlier. There are three categories of knowledge that

affect memory ability (Brown, 1975a). The first, referred to as "knowing,"

refers to the knowledge one has About the objects and events in the woild.

For example, world knowledge telYsu that keys are used to open locked

A.



A %
doors, And memory tells one which key opens the. office'door. "Knowing about

IknOwing":is a second type o edge that affects our memory. This type

'of' Xnowledge-is the introspective knowledge that one has about how his memory
.

system:functiont. The knowledge that Whenone wants to remember a phone
, ,

,number he must make some effort to remember it, rather than just glancing
4 ,

,at the number once, exemplifies this type of knowledge. The third type of.

knowledge Brown calls "knowing how to know:" This refers to a repetoire of

Aftrate ies and skills employed to enhance remembering. These strategies will

iscussed in the section entitlted What Is Required for Successful

... Memorization.

'Knowing. Even at the preschool age aschild'%.previously acquir
4

kr:10,%4fr'

:ledge about the world influendes what the child is likely to store in memory
i .. .

t

and remember. ThiS means that information that has some meaning for the

child or that can be .organized around existing knowledgrill be better re-
1.

. . .

I tained an more easily available for future recall. For example, telling
. . .

a. child that'tis/her mother will be home after work Will be.better .under=

stood bithe child`if the child has a good grasp on the .concept of object.

permanence- (i.e., the concept that mother, exists And acts whether or not she

isvisibly present)., This organizational process is.bated on Piaget's concept

of assimilation. The preschool child has a natural tendency to relate new

information to similar; already attained, knowledge in a way that is sensible

and meaningful; Thus, what the child retains is no a veridical copy of the

new information, but rather an organized representation of the gist of the
L

'9 new information in5relation to his pieviously stored knowledge. Inother,

words, th4 child may remember a hammer and,saw because he/she knows what

they-are used for and ,has seen them used by significant others in the hcde

environment.

4
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i .

A
'

ahtlInhelaer (1973) have demonstrated' the' Okfects of knowledge .

lo

On memory through thecuse df.seriationi(or ordering) tasks. Itlwas.Piaget's

.hy7thesis tt)et the child's geperal knowledge about. the nature of Seriatio*

(objects arranged in order of magnitUde) helps him/her accurately store and
t.

4}

subee ently retrieve from' memory' the appearance of a peEticular ordered

,arrigement.of objects. Therefore,:as.the child further understands seria-f

' .
.

tion, his memory improves since'he.is better able to reconstruct the ordered

.series of objects. The effect of knowledge' is also evident in recall tasks.

. , .
.. so. . .

that require children to cohplete a_partrwhole relationship Such:aS completing,
fi ,. 4 , a ,

.
\ . . . .

room settings in a doll Muse (Meyers gi'Verimutter, 1978). .:,f they have

some previous experience' with furnittrearrangements 41 the'.hciyse,:they are
. ,. . .

more likely to remember.that.beds belong with a,chest of.drawers'iathers

with:,

It also 'appears that the use of categorical relationships acilitates

_recall in the two- to four-year-old age,group,(Meyers .& Perimutter,N00.

That children in this age group are just beginning to use categories as a

means of organization is demonttrated by children who encode items *cording

. _

to categories (i.e., food§, clothihg, animals, etc.), but are unlikely 't

generate anduse category cues to. firovide access to their

When'these childrenSituation,

that their recall is Jnhanced.

Memory in a recall

are provided with category dues,it.is found

Ah uhderstanding Of how knowledge mediatestMemory at this young age

dan'be used to construct situations
c

thePreschool child. This can be done

that will make remembering easier'for, y
. :

by relating to-be-remembered ohriecS.,

.,; .

to a category .or grouping that is already meaningful for the child% 11.10

grouping can be achieved in a number of ways. Three of the most 4feCtiVe

. .



1

groupigg'prodedures for phis'age grbup are: (1) having the child actually

use'the_obje'cts jointly, i.e. in interaction with one andther;* (2) having

thchild
7-7,7

obierve the objects interact for the ful&Ilipent of an activity;

. -

and .(3)providing,.verbally,..Meaningful!descriptiong.and defititiont to the

9

'child that relatethe sects to their specific!categories. 4

'

"Table 2 shows the results,of a study that requited \hildren to C1) re-
. .

.

.

_ Nik_
arranged

'

.,

74:4 call the hates of a randOinly set.of objects and (2 all the names
.

of objects that were either familiar to. the child or unfamiliar to the child.

. The resulls de)nonStrate -how meaningfulnes* interacts with memory material.

'' .0° .
.

to produce increased recall in the preschool child. There are various ways
..: .

0

to group material for different-age groups. .Suffice-it here to say that

material can be' made more meaningful to th child if it is grouped according

to some functional or story theme rather than taxonomic or categorical groups.

Knowing About Knowing. The preschool child knows little about the func-

tioning' of his own'memory.system and-Iso does not seem to employ automatically

what little kniwledge hd does have. This is demonstrated Ial-the observation

that besides not knowing how, to memorize efficiently, the child doesnot

seem to r e that he needs to try to memorize. These young childrep'seem

to operate under the naive expectation that whatever they experience can be

remembered. without any additional effort. This naiviete'has been demonstrated

by Monroe and Lange (1977), who have shown that children at this age take

very little time to study memory materials, yet predict they will recall an*,

unrealistically high number of objedts.

It.is clear from the earlier discussion that if the child. is required

o only'recall the,gist of the material or if the material is meaningful to

the.chlid, recall is better. .However, when the material is not inherently



'
I-

.1

)
4.-; f

meapingful or exicreproductiOn is required, the child has difficulty

because he is not aware that_deliberate strategy use is required. Whhot the

a

preschool child is lackingsis not necessarily specific Skill; but rather ,1

the knowledge that these skills are to bedelberateiy used.

What Is Required for, Successful Memorization?

'We have just said that the young child is not gleeful or deliberate

about the task of remembering: What we want to emphasize here is that this

.disposition chtnges w age. As children reach six and a half or seve

years of age,' they begin to:show obvious sighs of deliberateness and anful-
.

ness in getting things stored in memory. For example, they begin to use

.such strategies as verbal rehearsal (i.e., repeating the names of objects

over and over again until the names are in semi-permanent memory) and

t

stimulus. organization (i.e., grouping similar objects and pictures together)

as means to aid thememorization process. Iliey.sometimes use what we refer

%

to as " "hem-elaboration" and "story-elaboratiod7
which amountS to thinking

about objects in'ways that make the objects moremeadingful'inlight of th

c1-0.1d'S past experiences and .thus easier_to remember. In-other words, as

children grow older, they begin to understand'that m orization is not an

automatic outgrowth of attending to somathing,,but rather that it requires.

deliberate strategy activity if'it'is to be successful.

Since we do not see young children using these planful strategies, and

.

in factp do not see evidence of children:s in entions to usestimulus organi-
-

-zation:as a mnemonic strategy throughoUt most of the elementary schooling

I 1 .
.

.

. ,

..period, some parents and teachers have asked if children can be trained to

k I D

use such Strategies. The results of training studies have been disappoint-

.

ing, at best. Those who work closely with young children in research settings

r.
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kigm that youfig children will do nearly Anything they think You w44t/them

. .

.

to.' Andlp it-ESWith mnemonic strategy usage. When we instruct a young
.. .

, .
-.

.child.to use 'aparticular.strategyein a laboratory rgsearch setting,"the

. ,

'Child'shows little hesitance./in using the strategy and, as-a result,Itypi-
,

. ,,..., 1

.

tally iMprows'his/her memory performance dramatically. There is7no ques
,

.

.

tion.in our minds that the young chltd is capable of using adult -like me

strategies succesSfuil§ when .prompted by a's4nge-adult. After training,

. *is.:

,

'however ,.when we show the child-a new set of pictures or objects t9 remember, .

. and do not-explicitly instruct the child touse the'strategy,.hejshe typi-
i

cally does. not use the strategy that achieved such go9d resultejiast Moments.
A

earlier. In Other words; the child seems to be capabie of adult-like memOry7

strategy behavior, 1:14 is not inclined to resort'to such strategies on his/her_

own, even when aware of their effectiveness for remembering improvement.

-

,,What accounts for these so-called "production failures".after training

tasks? We. have to realize that the young child does not have the same Moti-

!. Is V.
Nations andgoal orientations that older children and adults-do. Some of

1111 -Th

us, in the 'past,.have assumed incorrectly that, like the adult, the young

4.

child is anxiously awaiting to become familiar with howmhbmonic "tricks and.

strategies":that can be used to improve performance, and that once familiar

with such powerful strategies, the child wiliMake instant use of-themon

his/her own without.being instructed. This Assumptionj.s quite incorrect:

Th6 young Child does not have the same concerns with efficient and success-

.

ful remembering that' characterize older children and adults. Rather, the

young child seems to be engaged primarily .in the enjoyment of learning

materials presented.and less, if at all; concerned with developing means to

make permanent representationdi records of the materials for future.memorial
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'e

4reference. In other s ords, ifthete is no strong goal fOrs successful
N

4.

i4hievepent'in a remembering jask, why should we expect the youdg child to

Actively anddeliberately ?arch for strategies to aid the remembering

process?

But how can we,explajn'Why children become plinful and.strategic about. *

their remembering during the elementary school years? What happens during

this'period that induces children to become strategicvmemorizers? The most

requent and reasonable explanation has to do with the cumulative influence

formal schooling on cognitive task performance. We refer to this position

1.:4#s the "schooling hypothesis." Recently several theorist -resew hers (Brown

,1977; Cole & Scribner 1975,,1977;.Stevenson, et al., 1978) have arguen that

chjllaren's early use of cognitive strategies in general', an& memory strategies

in particular, develop in direct response to ,speriences .and demands that

Characterize formal'schooling environments during the elementary schOol years

Brown (1975) distinguishes the educational requirements of preschoolers and

. :

school-age children in this way.

Prior to the school years, the child has existed without the

need to emplordeliberate strategies of remembering. The child

has managed to acquire a laaguage; he can comprehend an impres-
.

slim set of conceptual relt?ons; he can recognize familiar

places and people and reconitrUct meaningful events without

the need to employ strategies. His emergent knowledge syst

is such that he can reconstruct the essential features df his

past and deal intelligently with hit present.. It takes ime

1

.1.for him to recognize that these, in eome:tente artificial, 04-

.
situations ,Qt-grid demand that he respond with something more



.

?than has beenrr9quir n tie past. %Be munt,.in fact; recog-

nize that,because of the nature'of the material. a/ `the need
1 '

for exact reproduction, he must,appW'a,deliberate strategy
.t

or he'will fail to_retain-the material (,Brown, 1975% pd,c112).

In la,glore recent paper, Brown (1977) reiter tes this,position.
_ .

.

Ontiiide the school setting, in unschooled populations
I

ing that 'of the preschool child, such activities

-1114Etling of study and memeryiskills). are rarely

4

countered. 'Deliberate remembering as an end in

(i.e., the

A ever. 82,41-

,

rather.

than as a means to achieve a meingfur goal is ver

school-innioired''activity (Brown, 1977, p. 248)..

uch a

15

Notwithstanding the logic of these and other views, to date, no empiri-
.

e--

1:,,tesearckbas been conducted to formally assess the metory-related demands

and experiences of childrenin elementary school setting, much less thcee

encountered by children in home environments..

At ilurdue we have begun to examine thik schooling hypothesis in a very

preliminary way by interviewing and surveying parents of'preschool children

and teachers of plils in the pridary grades. The survey weinre using is

.0 ler

a six=part instrument which requires 30 to 40 minute to complete. It con=
4r ,r

tains questions focuAing on the types of information or know;edge parents

and teachers believe a child should

that parents and teachersyteach for

zation of children (pupils) at home

and-teachers put their memorization

types of information.

learn at homeand at School, the degi

memorization. and actually require memori-

or at school,ithe manner inwhich.parerMs.

demands in practice, and several other

Tab)* 3 and 4 and FigUre,lsummarize some 'of the data gathered in this
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16
411,

. 1

y..and.provide some support for the schooling hypdthesis." Note that al-,

) ..

.. .

though parents .and teachers. Alikeclaim to teach -a great,,many Itypey4.bfiP:
- ..

-

formation to childien,,in'Most instances teachers aresr-yikety than parentd.

'

. /

to require memorization of the information. This is particularly,ap arent

-. .

fox knowledge of a conceptual.nature .
t

'Moreover,' Table Alshows some comparisons th t we believe td be parti-
.

-.. o
..cularly important. -Fot qUestion numbers 4

k

and 8 we fond that teachers ar
, 4

far. more likely. t an parent's to/warn young childreeahead of time that they

41, , a.

Swill be tested (#4 and rewarded (#8) or successful memorization. The i "

"importance of these findiggs ems from the fact that a most powprful method

for inducing children to res t tq trickS or strategies to improve remembft-

4

ing iS to impress upon them hat they, and only they, are pOnsible for

the memorization process. Once a child recognizes this and begins to appre7
.

ciate: the need to perforP well in remembering situations, we suspect that

youngchildren, perhaps for the first time, will begin todevelop or adopt,

,from othev,meang to aid their remembering.activitv. ObViously, we are at

a very preliminary stage in the.study of the effects of the family and 'the

formal schooling environment on children's' memorr-sttatggy-develoPinentibut.

plan to pursue this tissue mire rigorously in the future.

;
..

'

....

Applications °) /
,

From the prceding'disbussion, le memory abiAtleAlof the preschool

child Can'be 'characterized as unintentional and-bound,to the imme late and

concrete goals of the activity in which the child finds himself. Preschool
Ars*

children do pot seem to conceptualize memory activities as a distinct part
.

. .

of then, on -going activity. That is, they often 4o not realize the need for

goals o means of remembering. Since the preschool child-does not conscidusly

;)

.
. . r

.
.0 .r ) $



.

t`-.
-

p Bess the goal4of making permanent records of experionc4 andetoes not
,,, - ..

r 1 '
1

'Y'yet use strategies to-store and retrieve pemory materials,,the f llowing
.

,

A- N
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4 II,-
- ,, '4- .

.,

proilladure\is suggested to'aid the Preschool- essional,in Helping the

1 '
f

preschool' chid makithelmoot of hismemoi, bilities.
. ,_:.

T . - i ....,

The teacher an exploit-any natukally occurring meaningf situation

pl

for assisting the , child totre,miSer'hy foliofing this.proc ure.' Sincepre-:

.achool children, do not tealte,40he need to r emember as they erAe. a situation,

1 ,

and:

. .

the adult must firitzpresent :emphasize the impolr oe of-re embering-

This 'bI be.doneby InfOrmingthe.c&ld tharhe/lecilffneed to emember

, 1

what is presented in order'to Successfully complete the task. Another ef-
, .Y.

'

festive approach is to structure the situation so that the dhila needs tot-

rememberome previous activity or object inider to cOntinue an interesting

and pleasurable task or play activity.

t.

-

At this age children do hot remember for the sake of remembering. There-
,

fore, the maalory-task should be arranged witilinsthe cpntext of some activity

1

. .

that is meaningfu;,for the child, The activities within preschool programs

'prOvide many situations that have meaning for the child. The, teacher can

Sw

easily adapt many situations to,ones that challenger the child in, t14 use of

his/her memory abilities.

k
Finally, preschool children do not coisciously emploi"..4.raies. There-,

fole, the adult'shouldlresent a means for remembering that the child' an

employ. 'in the situation. There is no sing most effective 'strategy for all.

children in all situations. However, verbal reh arsal can be ihirporated

into a game-like situation muciL like the way t e song "Old McDonald'i Farm" .

: ,
.

.

requires rehearsal of an' es. Another possirble strategy is to .have
1

animal characters act ou the to-be-remembered activityinthe conteSid a

(



story which is simply e ougp for a children;°e; remenkber.
4

.Thisrrevimw.and4 pose's akee been an attempt to communicate research
,

findlhgsi.inAhe arep...of memory development to pi. .p.rofe%.tionals who inter-'.
,

f. 4. s
ise

N
r : act With . We ,1;,i4p.e. thatathis'preseitfation Will be, useful

,
. ,i., .

.. .
. 41 .. .' ,,A!, o:

'and that it will; other researchers tamakekheir research known"-
,

endoarage
0

..,.'

to the professionals .who design and-teach in pres hoof programs,'

0

. s

r

.1
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Table 1

verage Number of Recalled Words (out .of 5)

21

a

'Condition)

)1+

Age

3-4 ..4

(y ears)(years)
.

-5

:

.

p

5-6

-

Laboratory types of tasks 1.6 1. 5 1 2.0

Fulfillment of a play assign-
ment within playful
activity 1.0 3 . 0 3 . 2

Fulfillment of an assign-
ment within practical
activity 2 . 3 X1.0

(

..



?-

Table 2

Effect, of Understanding MateriaZon MOOrizing.

Agd (ye

3-4

4-5

5 -6

Mean number of recalled words (out of 5)

.Quite Familiar Not Familiar

1.8 0.0

3.6 0.3

0.44.6'

Adepted'from Zaporozhets & tlkonin, 1971.

1.

I .r

24



e % Table 3

;. °

,
. ,,.

.Pek'c Magas of'Peirents.and Teachers Who Purport to-Tearth and.'Recii.d.re Tor Memory' Esc ,
. ,, ityp Listed in Section II of the Parent and Teacher Tziatriments ' ,

Parente

.(N7172)

C -1 TeaChers

(Nsi41)

2-3 Teachers

(1141)
Knowledge Type-

R bill' T R Diff, T 1 Diff 4 0 Names of Penis` and Things

1' 452 ./.11 AEI -.20 0Z ,11.2 ; j_22 Al 01 family and..friends

.2.28 .04 .it '.10 .4 AI .10 oo :to doctors; dentists, storekeeperi

3. '.AI a. 'al. 41.2. to .,22 :Loz .02 Lg.?. book, TV, and movie characters
.'

4,- 42 .11.4 4Z .1.12 21 4 Ai jsu, ji.o. , appliancite and tools in the home

, 5. .t.14 .J.2. ;AI 2±2 Az .22 .12 02 .10 foods, drinks; and clathingi.--- ,
4..° jig. 22 j_61. ..24 ^22 - 2_ a A...o j_.z farm and zoo animals .

...

?..'"1, .06 2L8 .a6. Ai 122. .24 00 .24 vehicles, machines, and tools

8: %II 4 in 21 ',I' ,2.22 .42 Az 21 plants and trees

9: . 44 ,01 la .& .e...§2 .14 22 AZ 42 addresses and telephone Ousters

10, A .26 2.3.8 .... .1.21 ...4.2 46 .12 .....t people ' s occupations and trades

11, .,22. -,,22,.,.t. 2:1 j? zol A.2 .. a. numbers and alphabet letters

12.; ALI itap,-.16 jOk 102 '..4.2 46 .22 '.24 . cities, states, and countries
13. *I.j28, Ai :..63 It, It .24 .t. 2.2 4.21 pgrts of the body

14, 4,2 0 60 4 IL6 .12 An In .00 days, months, and -seasons

15. ,to .,12 '..0.1.,: .t26 211 \ ...21 An 44 1.01 . colors and shapes

16, al ,431 Ae- 2-Lie., .0 i .22 46 .12 1 nstutml events r.

n. a.. ,o_o 4 : in .iii ...22 .,2 07 Az scen.ft and historical sites

18. 1 Al ..12 4.12 jos. is Az ol iz ethnic, racial, roligiouS groups,:

N.
W



Table 3 pont.

Patents 1 Teachers 2-3 Teacher; knoWledg; Type

T R Diff T R Diff ,T R Diff Rules

19, efi8 .1.g .32 191 s.51- ' .1,12 ' .al* .Iik .2.-2
care of one /school property

20. igg a 18 as Ai . 4.81 .i.. `.,;.2.2 rules Of safety

21. 82 ,1 .1.22 .e.,1 ,1 .& 4: 4 4 person and physical hygiene
w ,

2 n 4.16 ;22 28 / 88 46 42 18.1412 A conduc in parentsi/teadier's absence .

,

25. 816 ;,,, IR _LK: .14 4_6 .68 i1.2 .26 behavior with -people and aniaals

24. .81 AZ ;222 '' 2/ L16 12 471 122 .it,' using tools, utensils, :Ft appliances .1

25. ,,.80 .A1 2/ Al 82 , In isi oRito . where to put objects .when finished : '

26, 4.7.4 .28 46 £ ;Ill 1.62 .ts. 4.12 - where to find, olijects when needed,

27, 4.62 :14 48, Li Ill .,42 .1.§.2 .11.6 .1.11 fules of speech

.28. ;A2 Al 4
4 2-4

,28_0:- 6..4. 8 .2 rules of ari eti4i .

29. i69 AI ill 212 2/ .7:1 inn All -ru.1.es of gaol sporting contests

3,13. g ILiz 88 44 44 . n 2.3_6 .1.21 plaCing objecti in- correct order

Explanations

31'. .,28 A is -ii2 A ..., 4,2 .10 ..12, body functions

32.. in j 2 -, Az ;22 21 ',4,6 .12 il natural and supernatural events.,

31 451 421 ,2 at ILIO .4

34. s it_l

35. 418 0.2

° 36. 41 01 I.LL4

17. 14/i

2i3..02. mechanical foliations

Stories and Phrases.

themes arid. .plots. of stories & rhymes

words of

words of poems

pledges, aayinges religtom passagem



Table 4.

Pordel4gez elarentmand TeaChets, Reporting the Use of Methods,to Implement Children's

Memorizstion'Often and irm often, ingictionqII of the 4,strueents

Parents K-1 2-1

(*s172) (N041) 01-40p, 2,

re

1. Do. ryoU mike it a practice to repeat over and per
again that you want memorized until.you think' the

are remeabered? .

2. Do you.have your child/pupils repeat tolhosielves...
oWer.and over again what it is you want tesiorizedl'

Do .you test your child's/pupils' permanent memory

by waiting several hours.or days,before asking for

the memorized material?
.

4. Do you. warn your child/pupils ahead of tine that

*twill test their memory for'the things you

,t asked tole memorized?
,

.

. Do you punish or penalize your ihild/Pupili if

they don't memorize what is expected? ,

6. Do yo warn your ohild/pupils ahead of time that

)
you punish or penaliie thecif thei fail to

memo what is expected? - ''

.53 .80

.39

13.42 .01

:63 .78 n85 9.93.

r.

.13 59 78.52

.01

.001

.17 '19.18 .001

.07 ... .07 . 16.40 .001

7. 136:You:reward yoUr child /pupils if thermUcosss-

fully.memerize what. is expected ?.

*



8. Do yoktell yotir child/pupils ahead of Ittime that

yitu will,reward them for successful memorizing?

. Do you halts yo'ux child/pupils memorize one thing

(concept, fact, name, etc:) at a

10, Do you ask your child/pupdle to memorise several

things at a time ?'

11, Do you have your child/ptipils memori.se.things in

groups rather than individually?

12, Do you sake up stories or rhymes to fit the -

things your child/pupils are to mesorlse?

13. Do ,you stress only that information that you

can show your child/pupils through actual

experience or through examples?

414 .59 , 64.35

.63 6.50

.26

.39 .61 .61 11.ie

.51 14.33 .001
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Features of remory df 'Preschool Children

Three a, Four Years:. his age all memory activities are accomplished

unintentionally since the child does not yet set a goal-to me r/ize:or recall.

However,. the child does exhibit memory, abilities in the conte of some mean-'

ingful (to the child) prad ical or play activity. The most effective kind

of memory ability is recognition with reconstructive abilitifs imprOing and

rechll abilities successful 'only in .a narrow range of situations. The child-
,

and songs. e conditions
/

doesmuch, better in remembering poems, *btories

i 44

favoring remembrance of material of this type are the larg number of repe-
1 ..", -1f.

titions and the clear rhythm. -The rhythn helps establishJthe relation between

action and words that is essential for reconstructive'me ory. ,

, . .

Five Years. This Age is characterized by. the appe rance and gradual

'development of intentional Memorizing and recalling. Y t, goal-setting either

by an adul or the child does not mean thtat the child will spontaneously use
.

an apRrop iate means to memorize or recall.-- this'oc uri later.. The child
. ..

\

also makes more effective use of knowledge in memory situations and tilis leads

tozsome evidence of organization of to-be-remewbered materials on the basis

e

Of similarity. For examplt, the child, when direct d to do so, will group a
, .

it

series of foOd objects together.

fairy tale, the

makes the child's version more like the original.

In retelling tex ual:miterial such. as a.

child reports. not only main event =, but also details which

N.

The developmeht of memory abilities at the

the context of concrete, meaningful activity-re

schoochild /realizes that he Or she cannot co

34

reschool age occurs within

ated aituations. When a pre-

lete an activity that he or



.
she considers necessary and interesting because he or she has forgotten

something and this prpe of situation is_repeatedLoften enough, the child's
$ 4

. 6

memory strategies and 'abilities will mature.

4


